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Pre-training
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NSP:  next sentence prediction
LM: language model

Pre-training on text data 

Devlin et al., 2019 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.04805  

https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.04805
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Motivation

https://github.com/thunlp/PLMpapers 

Pretrained language models

https://github.com/thunlp/PLMpapers
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Xiang Deng 

(work done 
at OSU)

TURL: Table Understanding via Representation Learning

A pre-training/fine-tuning paradigm to 
relational Web tables and test the general 
model on 6 table-focused tasks [VLDB’21]

Alyssa Lees

(Google)

Will Wu

(Google)

Cong Yu

(Google)
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Motivation

1. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_technology_companies_by_revenue  
2. Michael J. Cafarella, Alon Halevy, Daisy Zhe Wang, Eugene Wu, and Yang Zhang. 2008. WebTables: 

exploring the power of tables on the web. Proc. VLDB Endow. 1, 1 (August 2008), 538–549. 
3. Cafarella, Michael J., et al. "Uncovering the Relational Web." WebDB. 2008.

How about semi-structured data, like relational web tables?

Companies are ranked by total revenues for their respective fiscal years 
ended on or before March 31, 2019.[1] All data in the table is taken from 
the Fortune Global 500 list of technology sector companies for 2019[2] 
unless otherwise specified.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_largest_technology_companies_by_revenue
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Research Questions
1. How to model the table meta-data and table body at the 

same time?

2. How to model the row-and-column structure in the table?

3. How to learn the relational knowledge in Web tables in 
pre-training?

4. How to effectively apply the pre-trained model in 
downstream tasks?

Challenges



1. A structure-aware transformer for table encoding
2. Two pretraining objectives for learning factual knowledge from web tables
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TURL: Table Understanding via Representation Learning



1. A structure-aware transformer for table encoding
2. Two pretraining objective for learn factual knowledge from web tables

3. Finetune and evaluate on 6 table-focused tasks

9

TURL: Table Understanding via Representation Learning
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Bhagavatula, Chandra Sekhar, Thanapon Noraset, and Doug Downey. "TabEL: entity linking in web 
tables." International Semantic Web Conference. Springer, Cham, 2015.

After pre-processing, 570171 / 5036 / 4964 tables for pre-training / validation / testing
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Model

• We use type and position embeddings to represent different types of the table
• Reuse pre-trained embeddings when possible
• Each entity has a unique entity embedding and one mention embedding which 

is obtained from its surface form in the table

Input: 

Output: 
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Model

• A table is treated as a graph, so each component can only aggregate 
from its neighbors

• Apply mask in self-attention to model the row-column structure

Visibility matrix 
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Model

• Masked language model (MLM): learn the construction of table meta-data

• Masked entity recovery (MER): learn factual knowledge in tables
• Mask mention and entity embedding to predict based on context
• Mask only entity embedding to predict with help of entity mention, like entity 

linking

Pre-training objectives: 
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6 downstream tasks:
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6 downstream tasks:
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Tasks
Selected results

Relation extraction from Web tables
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Our Contribution
• Introduce the pre-training/fine-tuning paradigm to 

relational web tables and related tasks

• A structure-aware transformer encoder to model 
relational tables and Masked Entity Recovery pretraining 
objective to learn the semantics as well as the factual 
knowledge about entities in relational tables. 

• a benchmark that consists of 6 different tasks for table 
understanding.

TURL: Table Understanding via Representation Learning

[VLDB’21]

How about other tasks like table-based semantic parsing or QA?
Structure-Grounded Pretraining for Text-to-SQL, arXiv’20
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Machine Translation



Recall: ALen.on

the  movie  was   great

h1 h2 h3 h4

<s>

h̄1

‣ For each decoder state, 
compute weighted sum of 
input states

eij = f(h̄i, hj)

ci =
X

j

↵ijhj

c1

‣ Some func.on 
f (TBD)

‣ Weighted sum 
of input hidden 
states (vector)

le

↵ij =
exp(eij)P
j0 exp(eij0)

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(W [ci; h̄i])

P (yi|x, y1, . . . , yi�1) = softmax(Wh̄i)‣ No aLn: 

the
movie was
gre

at



This Lecture
‣ MT basics, evalua.on

‣ Word alignment

‣ Language models

‣ Phrase-based decoders



MT Basics



MT

Trump Pope family watch a hundred years a year in the White House balcony

People’s Daily, August 30, 2017



MT Ideally

‣ I have a friend => ∃x friend(x,self)

‣ May need informa.on you didn’t think about in your representa.on

‣ Everyone has a friend => => Tous a un ami

‣ Can o`en get away without doing all disambigua.on — same 
ambigui.es may exist in both languages

J’ai une amie (friend is female)

∃x∀y friend(x,y)
∀x∃y friend(x,y)

‣ Hard for seman.c representa.ons to cover everything

=>  J’ai un ami



Phrase-Based MT
‣ Key idea: transla.on works beLer the bigger chunks you use



Phrase-Based MT
‣ Key idea: transla.on works beLer the bigger chunks you use

‣ Remember phrases from training data, translate piece-by-piece and 
s.tch those pieces together to translate

‣ How to iden.fy phrases? Word alignment over source-target bitext

‣ How to s.tch together? Language model over target language

‣ Decoder takes phrases and a language model and searches over possible 
transla.ons



Phrase-Based MT
‣ Key idea: transla.on works beLer the bigger chunks you use

‣ Remember phrases from training data, translate piece-by-piece and 
s.tch those pieces together to translate

‣ How to iden.fy phrases? Word alignment over source-target bitext

‣ How to s.tch together? Language model over target language

‣ Decoder takes phrases and a language model and searches over possible 
transla.ons

‣ NOT like standard discrimina.ve models (take a bunch of transla.on 
pairs, learn a ton of parameters in an end-to-end way)



Phrase-Based MT

Unlabeled English data 

cat ||| chat ||| 0.9  
the cat ||| le chat ||| 0.8 
dog ||| chien ||| 0.8  
house ||| maison ||| 0.6  
my house ||| ma maison ||| 0.9 
language ||| langue ||| 0.9  
… 
 
 

Language 
model P(e) 

Phrase table P(f|e) P (e|f) / P (f |e)P (e)

Noisy channel model: 
combine scores from 
translation model + 
language model to 
translate foreign to 

English 

“Translate faithfully but make fluent English” 

}



Evalua.ng MT
‣ Fluency: does it sound good in the target language?

‣ Fidelity/adequacy: does it capture the meaning of the original?



Evalua.ng MT
‣ Fluency: does it sound good in the target language?

‣ Fidelity/adequacy: does it capture the meaning of the original?

‣ BLEU score: geometric mean of 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-gram precision vs. a 
reference, mul.plied by brevity penalty (penalizes short transla.ons)

‣ Typically n = 4, wi = 1/4

r = length of reference 
c = length of predic.on



Evalua.ng MT
‣ Fluency: does it sound good in the target language?

‣ Fidelity/adequacy: does it capture the meaning of the original?

‣ BLEU score: geometric mean of 1-, 2-, 3-, and 4-gram precision vs. a 
reference, mul.plied by brevity penalty (penalizes short transla.ons)

‣ Typically n = 4, wi = 1/4

r = length of reference 
c = length of predic.on

‣ Does this capture fluency and adequacy?



BLEU Score

‣ At a corpus level, BLEU 
correlates preLy well with 
human judgments



BLEU Score

‣ BeLer methods with 
human-in-the-loop

‣ At a corpus level, BLEU 
correlates preLy well with 
human judgments

‣ BLEU scores + user studies



Word Alignment



Word Alignment
§  Input:	a	bitext:	pairs	of	translated	sentences	

§  Output:	alignments:	pairs	of	
	translated	words	
§  Not	always	one-to-one!	

 nous acceptons votre opinion . 

 we accept your view . 

‣ Input: a bitext, pairs of translated sentences

nous acceptons votre opinion . ||| we accept your view 

nous allons changer d’avis ||| we are going to change our minds

‣ Output: alignments between words in each 
sentence

‣ We will see how to turn these into phrases

“accept and acceptons are aligned”



1-to-Many Alignments



Word Alignment
‣ Models P(f|e): probability of “French” sentence being generated from 

“English” sentence according to a model

‣ Correct alignments should lead to higher-likelihood genera.ons, so by 
op.mizing this objec.ve we will learn correct alignments

‣ Latent variable model: P (f |e) =
X

a

P (f ,a|e) =
X

a

P (f |a, e)P (a)



Decoding



Recall: n-gram Language Models

‣ n-gram models: distribu.on of next word is a mul.nomial condi.oned 
on previous n-1 words

Maximum likelihood es.mate of this 3-
gram probability from a corpus

I visited San _____ put a distribu.on over the next word

‣ Typically use ~5-gram language models for transla.on

P (w) = P (w1)P (w2|w1)P (w3|w1, w2) . . .
<latexit sha1_base64="5t3XfUKt6X50B4ft08GzEXR9MnE=">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</latexit>

P (wi|w1, . . . , wi�1) = P (wi|wi�n+1, . . . , wi�1)
<latexit sha1_base64="51rE81WXGzM2/wAnhkW3v0LmNjI=">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</latexit>

P (w|visited San) =
count(visited San, w)

count(visited San)
<latexit sha1_base64="GxhegjoyI97hWYhkruShxjX0v5w=">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</latexit>



Phrase-Based Decoding

‣ Phrase table: set of phrase pairs (e, f) with probabili.es P(f|e)

‣ Inputs:

‣ What we want to find: e produced by a series of phrase-by-phrase 
transla.ons from an input f, possibly with reordering:

‣ n-gram language model: P (ei|e1, . . . , ei�1) ⇡ P (ei|ei�n�1, . . . , ei�1)



Phrase larces are big!

�     7�   ��	    ��    ��   �   ��
             ��            �         . 
 

Slide credit: Dan Klein



Phrase-Based Decoding

‣ Input

‣ Transla.ons

‣ Decoding 
objec.ve (for 
3-gram LM)

Slide credit: Dan Klein



Monotonic Transla.on

‣ If we translate with beam search, what state do we need to keep in the 
beam?

‣ What have we translated so far?

‣ What words have we produced so far?

‣ When using a 3-gram LM, only need to remember the last 2 words!
Koehn (2004)



Monotonic Transla.on

…did not
idx = 2

Mary not

Mary no

4.2

-1.2

-2.9

idx = 2

idx = 2

score = log [P(Mary) P(not | Mary) P(Maria | Mary) P(no | not)]{ {

LM TM

In reality: score = α log P(LM) + β log P(TM)
…and TM is broken down into several features 

Koehn (2004)



Non-Monotonic Transla.on

‣ Non-monotonic transla.on: can visit 
source sentence “out of order”
‣ State needs to describe which 

words have been translated 
and which haven’t

translated: Maria, dio, 
una, bofetada

‣ Big enough phrases already 
capture lots of reorderings, so this 
isn’t as important as you think



Training Decoders

‣ MERT (Och 2003): decode to get 1000-
best transla.ons for each sentence in a 
small training set (<1000 sentences), do 
line search on parameters to directly 
op.mize for BLEU

score = α log P(LM) + β log P(TM)
…and TM is broken down into several features 

‣ Usually 5-20 feature weights to set, 
want to op.mize for BLEU score 
which is not differen.able



Moses

‣ Pharaoh (Koehn, 2004) is the decoder from Koehn’s thesis
‣ Toolkit for machine transla.on due to Philipp Koehn + Hieu Hoang

‣ Moses implements word alignment, language models, and this 
decoder, plus *a ton* more stuff

‣ Highly op.mized and heavily engineered, could more or less 
build SOTA transla.on systems with this from 2007-2015

‣ Next .me: results on these and comparisons to neural methods



Takeaways
‣ Phrase-based systems consist of 3 pieces: aligner, language model, 

decoder

‣ HMMs work well for alignment

‣ N-gram language models are scalable and historically worked well

‣ Decoder requires searching through a complex state space

‣ Lots of system variants incorpora.ng syntax




